Research Question: What is the evidence supporting the effectiveness of Cognitive Behavior Therapy for Cancer Patients?

In CINAHL plus, you will find that the right term (the CINAHL Subject) for Cognitive Behavior Therapy is Cognitive Therapy.

And there is a Subject term, (a controlled vocabulary term): Cancer Patients,

See how you can combine the two terms below, S1 AND S2.
IN PSYCINFO, the term is **Cognitive Behavior Therapy**, but there is not a specific term for Cancer patients, so we could search:

(Neoplasms OR cancer patients (keyword))
AND
Cognitive Behavior Therapy

In PUBMED, the MeSH term turns out to be “cognitive therapy”

so starting with this search:

"cognitive therapy" AND cancer

Pubmed translates to:

"cognitive therapy"[All Fields] AND ("neoplasms"[MeSH Terms] OR "neoplasms"[All Fields] OR "cancer"[All Fields])

Managing body image difficulties of adult cancer patients.

Cognitive Therapy AND Neoplasms as MeSH terms. (The keyword cancer would also have retrieved this article, as the terms are in the abstract.)